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Synergy Between Expert and Machine-Learning Approaches Allows
for Improved Retrosynthetic Planning
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Abstract: When computers plan multistep syntheses, they can
rely either on expert knowledge or information machineextracted from large reaction repositories. Both approaches
suffer from imperfect functions evaluating reaction choices:
expert functions are heuristics based on chemical intuition,
whereas machine learning (ML) relies on neural networks
(NNs) that can make meaningful predictions only about
popular reaction types. This paper shows that expert and ML
approaches can be synergistic—specifically, when NNs are
trained on literature data matched onto high-quality, expertcoded reaction rules, they achieve higher synthetic accuracy
than either of the methods alone and, importantly, can also
handle rare/specialized reaction types.

Recent advances in computing technology and artificial

intelligence (AI) have enabled significant progress[1] in the
decades-old[2] problem of teaching computers the planning of
chemical syntheses, and have resulted in the first set of
experimental validations of complete, computer-designed
synthetic plans leading to non-trivial targets.[3] An integral
portion of software platforms such as our Chematica,[1a, 3a, 4a–c]
3 N-MCTS by Waller,[1b] ASKCOS by the MIT,[1c, 3c, 4d,e] or
RXN by IBM[1d] are the so-called scoring functions (SFs) that
evaluate individual “synthetic moves” and guide the navigation over the vast networks of synthetic possibilities, ultimately seeking commercially available starting materials.
These scoring functions have been either expert-defined or
machine-trained. Importantly, neither of these approaches is
without limitations: the expert SFs are only heuristics
reflecting chemical intuition (that is, preference for central
disconnections, decrease in the numbers of stereocenters or
rings, etc.[1a, 3a]) whereas AI functions (in the form of neural
networks, NNs[1b,c, 4e, 5b,d]) can only be meaningfully trained on
popular reaction types for which an adequate number of
literature precedents are available. Additionally, the NNbased scoring functions take information about the reactions—usually about their products, see ref. [6]—in a given
literature collection (for example, Reaxys or USPTO set) as
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an input and provide as an output the probabilities of all
identifiers (IDs) of the reaction transforms/rules extracted
from this collection. In this way, the network might be
unnecessarily burdened with learning against even those
reaction transforms that do not apply to specific product
molecules—which, in turn, might make learning the “right”
reactions harder. In thinking how to overcome these and
other limitations, we developed an alternative approach that
combines elements of both the expert systems and the NNbased scoring functions. In particular, we implement here
a NN that is trained on literature data matched (in terms of
both products and substrates) onto high-quality, expert-coded
reaction rules. Remarkably, this NN achieves not only an
accuracy higher than previously reported network architectures but also retains a relatively high accuracy for reactions
that are sparsely represented in literature and were previously
considered not amenable to rule-based machine learning.[1b, 5b,d] We support these conclusions by direct comparisons against other NN approaches trained and tested on the
same set of reactions and further illustrate the performance of
our NN in evaluating steps within synthetic pathways leading
to medicinally relevant and synthetically non-trivial small
molecules or natural products. In a broader context, this work
is significant in demonstrating the synergy between expertoriented and machine-learning approaches to computerassisted synthesis.
Unless stated otherwise, all analyses were based on the
same set of & 1.6 million literature-reported reactions from
patents or journal articles (literature collection) leading to
& 1.4 million unique product molecules (ranging from simple
chemicals to natural products). These reactions were selected
according to two criteria: First, we did not include protection
and deprotection reactions which constitute a large portion of
this and other reaction collections. NNs trained on such
unfiltered reaction sets learn to use these synthetically
unproductive (that is, not offering useful disconnections)
reactions frequently (for examples, see the Supporting
Information of ref. [7]) instead of treating them only as
operations to mask undesired reactive groups and keeping
track of these groups simply as attributes accompanying
reaction transforms (see refs. [1a, 3a] and an example from
Chematica in Figure 1 a). Second, we required that each
reaction in our literature collection matched (in terms of
products and substrates) at least one of ChematicaQs 75 000
expert-coded reaction rules (red arrows in the central portion
of Figure 2). Of course, in addition to these direct literatureexpert reaction correspondences, each product molecule
could also be made in ways not reported in the collection
but following ChematicaQs other reaction rules (gray arrows).
On average, there were & 60 such product-fitting, conflict-
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free reactions per product—as we will see
shortly, these reactions are essential for our
NN’s learning.[8] Also, not all of ChematicaQs reaction rules (based on reaction
mechanisms generalized beyond already
existing precedents[9]) had a direct match
in our limited literature set—as we will see
in Figure 3, this did not prevent the NN
from being able to learn when to use such
reactions. All in all, we considered & 85
million conflict-free[9] and high-chemicalquality reactions leading to our 1.4 million
products. The product set was split randomly into training (70 %), validation
(10 %), and test (20 %) subsets.[10]
Our NN-based scoring function, which
we denote as ICHO for the abbreviation of
our institution (Instytut Chemii Organicznej), has a four-layer architecture (three
hidden layers and a sigmoidal output layer)
Figure 1. Reaction rules and their applicability. a) Example of a specific reaction (enantiosedepicted in the left panel of Figure 2 and
lective intramolecular Rauhut–Currier reaction) and, below, its generalized reaction temuses as input concatenated Morgan fingerplate/rule spanning the reaction core (colored red in the top panel) and relevant chemical
environment. In expert coding,[1a, 3a, 7] the reaction-rule record specifies admissible substituprints of a reaction and of its product, both
ents, typical reaction conditions, groups that need to be protected under these conditions,
folded to dimension 4096. The output used
suitable protecting groups, groups that are outright incompatible, and more. b) During
for training is 1 if a given conflict-free,
synthetic planning by programs such as Chematica, tens of expert-coded rules can fit each
expert reaction producing a given target is
retron; here, only 11 reactions are shown for clarity. Orange halos around two nodes indicate
also present in our literature collection, and
serious group-reactivity conflicts (here, the reduction of an alkyne or of a terminal alkene to
0 otherwise. In addition, we trained the
an alkane cannot be performed selectively in the presence of another terminal alkene).
Matching reactions entailing such conflicts are not considered in the training of our NNs.
same network architecture with fingerprint
Colors of the nodes are as in Chematica: yellow, target molecule; red, commercially available input vectors augmented by a vector of
chemical; green, molecule known in literature; violet, unknown molecule.
features reflecting some chemically intuitive reaction characteristics and previously
used by us in heuristic scoring functions[1a, 3a]—for example, how many rings are
created or destroyed, how many stereocenters are installed or removed, whether the reaction is selective, whether it disconnects the
product into equally-sized fragments, etc. We
denote the scoring function trained on this
combined set of features as ICHO + . The ICHO
(or ICHO +) network defined this way has two
important characteristics:
1) It corrects the raw frequencies of the
reaction types present in the literature collection
by the frequencies with which they appear in the
set of expert reactions fitting the products.
Specifically, during training, ICHO/ICHO + has
access to information concerning both how many
times an expert reaction rule with a given reaction
fingerprint occurred in the literature collection
and how many times it matched product molecules from this collection—it can therefore use
Figure 2. Architectures of the ICHO (left) and SW (right) neural networks. The
this information to assign (usually) larger probamiddle portion of the Figure illustrates the information on which the NNs learn.
bilities to reaction rules/types which were utilized
ICHO learns not only on the already published reaction precedents (matching one
more often in situations when they were, in
of Chematica’s 75 000 expert-coded rules; red arrows) but also on other expert rules
principle, applicable. To clarify, if during training,
that could produce a specific target (gray arrows). For all these reactions, ICHO
an expert reaction rule with a given fingerprint
uses knowledge about both substrates, Sij, and products, Pi. In contrast, SW (and
fitted, say, ten product molecules and, simultaother rule-based NNs published to date) learns only on literature precedents and
neously, this reaction type was observed in
only on the products of these reactions.
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Figure 3. Performance of different scoring functions quantified by
top(N), hranki, and MRR metrics in the function of a) N (see text) and
b)–d) reaction popularities in the training set. The values in the graphs
are binned performance metrics; error bars denote asymptotic 99 %
confidence intervals.

published reactions also ten times, the NN can learn that this
reaction rule should be applied whenever it fits the product of
interest. On the other hand, if the expert reaction rule was
very popular and fitted, say, 10 000 of our training product
molecules, but in reality, it was used by chemists in only 10 out
of > 1 million of our literature-reported reactions, then the
network can learn to use this reaction sparingly, even if it can
lead to a particular product—chemically put, although this
reaction could be used to synthesize many products, chemists
have used it only rarely, which might imply that this reaction is
tricky or difficult to implement (or, of course, it might be just
a very new reaction with few literature precedents).
2) It can predict non-zero probabilities even for reactions
of types not seen in the literature collection during training
(see Figure 3). This is because it learns a single continuous
function to represent probabilities of reactions of all types
based on how they transform, in retrosynthetic direction,
products into substrates. In particular, a reaction of a type not
seen during training may be learned to be likely if it has
reaction fingerprint or heuristic descriptors similar to more
popular reactions.
For a direct comparison of ICHO/ICHO + against prior
approaches, we implemented a NN architecture described by
Segler and Waller[1b, 5b] and denoted it as SW (Figure 2, right
panel). This NN uses only the product fingerprint folded to
dimension 8192 as the input (so that its input dimension is the
same as for our ICHO NN). The SW outputs the normalized
probabilities of reaction IDs that were seen in the literature
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2020, 59, 725 –730
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collection during training. SW uses over twice as many
parameters as ICHO ( & 11.8 million vs. & 4.7 million), but
unlike ICHO, it is not able to learn non-zero probabilities for
reaction IDs not seen in the literature collection during
training (such probabilities are assigned zero values). Furthermore, during training, SW does not have access to
information concerning how many times reactions with
different IDs fitted some product. As in the case of ICHO/
ICHO + , we also augmented the set of input features by the
heuristic measures characterizing the products (for example,
numbers of rings, numbers of stereocenters)—we call the
resulting network SW + . Finally, we provided the SW network with additional chemical knowledge such that during
testing, it was selecting the most appropriate reaction ID not
from the entire set of such IDs seen in the literature during
training, but from the much smaller set of conflict-free
reactions leading to a particular product. We call this network
SW2 and its variant, where heuristic features are also
included, SW2 + .
Finally, we considered a purely heuristic scoring scheme in
which a reaction is evaluated by the degree of structural
simplification it offers. In this approach, used in the early
versions of our Chematica platform, reactions leading to
a given product are ordered (best to worse) by increasing
values of the sum of lengths of molecular SMILES of the
substrates, each raised to some integer power n, SMALLER(rx) = 8{s 2 substrates(rx)}len(SMILES(s))n, where n = 3 delivers
the best performance (see, for example, the Supporting
Information of ref. [3a]). As we described earlier, this
SMALLER function favors central disconnections often
sought by organic chemists—accordingly, it can be said to
approximate organic-synthetic intuition and practice.[1a, 3a]
Notably, this function should not be outright discounted on
the basis of its functional simplicity, since it has proven
successful in the planning of multiple (10 +) synthetic pathways designed by Chematica and later validated experimentally,[3a,b] and has also performed surprisingly well in tests
against a deep reinforcement learning approach recently
described in ref. [11]. One of the appealing features
of SMALLER is that it is insensitive to any literature
statistics of reactions and, in principle, its performance
should not diminish for reactions with only few literature
precedents.
With these technical preliminaries, we are in the position
to evaluate the different scoring schemes discussed above. To
do so, for each molecule from the test set, the machine ranks
the conflict-free retrosynthetic suggestions for this product
according to the ICHO, SW, or SMALLER scoring schemes.
Figure 3 a plots the so-called top(N) values—that is, the
fractions of cases in which the literature-reported reaction is
ranked by these functions among their N top-scoring predictions (for example, top(1) = 1 would mean that the
machine always gives the actual literature reaction as its top
choice). As seen, the ICHO methods outperform the SW
methods, which, in turn, outperform SMALLER. Within the
ICHO and SW families, we note that the addition of heuristic
descriptors (ICHO + and SW +) improves the accuracy only
marginally. On the other hand, limiting SW to only the
product-fitting reactions (SW2 and SW2 +) results in
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SW2 + —on reaction types never seen during training (see
a marked improvement—though, again, not above the
also Section S2.4 in the Supporting Information).
performance of ICHO that has additional knowledge about
Finally, to illustrate the performance of the above scoring
substrates.
schemes in realistic synthetic examples, we quantified how
The most significant results of our study are summarized
they rank the steps in experimentally established and
in Figure 3 b–e, which quantifies the test-set performance of
relatively advanced synthetic pathways shown in Figure 4.
the three best-in-class methods (ICHO + , SW2 + ,
The syntheses were chosen to contain not only popular
SMALLER) depending on the popularity of the reactions.
reaction types, but also those that had few or even no
By reaction popularity we mean the number of times
precedents in the training sets (such popularities are quantia particular reaction rule was present in the literature
fied by orange bars next to each reaction). In most cases,
collection in the training set. For instance, reactions such as
ICHO + outperformed the other methods assigning better
ester hydrolysis, amide bond formation, or SN2 are very
ranks (see the colored bars and pathway-averaged ranks on
popular and have tens of thousands of literature precedents in
the right) to synthetic choices found in the actual pathways.
the training set, whereas more advanced reactions such as the
For instance, in the synthesis of the BRD 7/9 inhibitor[3a]
multicomponent synthesis of 2-imidazolines or anionic [4+
+2]
(Figure 4 a), the key first step (three-component aza-Henry
cycloaddition of furoindolones with Michael acceptors are
less popular and have only few literature precedents in the
reaction with zero reactions of the same type in the training
training set. As seen for reactions that had abundant
set) was ranked #1 by ICHO + but only #26 by SW2 + , which,
examples in the training set (104–105), both ICHO + and
as discussed, cannot learn about reactions it has never seen.
SW + networks learn well when to apply these reactions to
SMALLER did well on this step (because the reaction offered
new targets from the test set: the top(1) (Figure 3 b) values for
high structural simplification) but lost out on steps in which
both ICHO + and SW2 + are between & 0.65 and 0.8 whereas
only some functional groups were manipulated (reactions
top(5) values are between 0.96 and 0.99
(Figure 3 c). For this range of popularities,
the actual literature precedents have average positions in the rankings between 1.4
and 1.8 (Figure 3 d; rank = 1 means that
the actual literature reaction corresponded to the expert-coded rule the
machine suggested as its top choice;
rank = 2 means that the experimental
step corresponded to the machineQs
second-best choice, etc.). The mean reciprocal ranks (MRRs) are between 0.8 and
0.9 (Figure 3 e; MRRs are means of
inverse ranking positions of literature
reactions and would be equal to 1 if all
literature reactions were ranked first).
In sharp contrast, for reactions with
less than & 100 examples in the training
set, the performance of SW2 + deteriorates rapidly whereas ICHO + is still
performing well for such unpopular reactions. Even for reactions with less than
three literature examples in the training
set, top(1) is still & 0.44, top(5) & 0.8, the
average ranking is & 4.7, and the MRR is
& 0.6. Interestingly, the performance of
SMALLER is improving with decreasing
reaction popularity, and for reactions with
tens or less of examples, it begins to
outperform SW2 + , although it never
rivals
ICHO +
(one
reason
for
Figure 4. Comparisons of the performance of ICHO + , SW2 + and SMALLER methods on
various synthetic pathways leading to medicinally relevant molecules and natural products.
SMALLER improving with decreasing
Small histograms below/above each reaction quantify the predicted ranking of this reaction:
popularity is that many less popular reacICHO + , green; SW2 + , blue; SMALLER, pink. The number of matches of a given experttions offer significant structural simplificoded reaction rule is shown by orange bars. Average rankings for entire pathways (hRanki)
cation, for example, multicomponent reacare given on the right of each panel. Syntheses of a) BRD 7/9 inhibitor,[3a] b) (+
+)tions). Furthermore, ICHO + is still persynosutine,[12] c) seimatopolide A,[13] and d) bimatoprost.[14] For clarity, and to mimic Chemaforming well—slightly better than
tica’s implicit treatment of protections (ref. [3a]), requisite OH protection along pathways (c)
SMALLER and significantly better than
and (d) is indicated by blue circles.
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with ranks #21, #41). In the synthesis of serotonin–norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor (+
+)-synosutine[12] (Figure 4 b),
the performance of ICHO + and SW2 + was similar for
popular reaction types, but on the highly simplifying key
disconnection (enantioselective cyclopropanation of an enol
ether; no reactions of this type in the training set), both
ICHO + and SMALLER significantly outperformed SW2 + .
In the total synthesis of a natural product, seimatopolide A[13]
(Figure 4 c), popular reactions were ranked among the top
five positions by all three methods. In contrast, less frequent
ones (zero or one occurrences in the training set) like Prins
cyclization constructing a tetrahydropyran core, reductive
opening of a tetrahydropyran ring, or stereoselective aaminooxylation of an aldehyde followed by reduction, were
ranked significantly worse by SW2 + (ranks #173, #100, and
#230, respectively) than by both ICHO + and SMALLER.
An analogous trend is seen in AggarwalQs synthesis[14] of
a prostaglandin analogue, bimatoprost (Figure 4 d): popular
reactions are ranked top ten by both ICHO + and SW2 + but
only the former ranks more specialized reactions better (for
example, the ozonolysis of a silyl enol ether followed by
addition of NaBH4, producing a chiral alcohol).
In summary, these examples underscore the advantages of
combining expert knowledge with chemical AI—that is, the
ability to suggest not only “popular” reactions but also those
that are sparse in literature but offer synthetically powerful
solutions.
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